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Tiny Spider and big Bear have very different ideas of how to
spend the day. Spider has made a kite and can’t wait to go out
and fly it. Bear would prefer a cup of tea in his favorite chair. They
each set out to enjoy their time, but Spider’s kite flies away and
he needs Bear’s help to find out. They set out into the forest on
the hunt for the missing kite. Bear grumbles through the forest
wishing that he were at home. Things get worse when a storm
moves in and douses them both in water. Bear wants to give up,
but Spider looks so sad. They set out again and eventually find
the kite. They return home to repair Spider’s kite and build a new
one for Bear. They move Bear’s chair outside and fly their kites
from a comfortable, seated position.
These two charming friends prove the lengths that friends will
go to for each other. Bear sacrifices his comfort and plans to
join his friend in a search for the missing kite. The illustrations
use simplified shapes and colors that still provide insight into
the complicated feelings and interactions of these two disparate
companions. Spider is obviously enjoying everything that Bear
grumbles about. The facial expressions and body language of
each cleverly display their unique responses to the environment.
While the friendship is solid and the illustrations are great in
this book, the story fails to rise to expectations. Spider never
concedes to Bear’s preferences, and never thanks him for the
inconvenience that he puts Bear through. The friendship seems
very one-sided. Bear is a good friend and spider is a cutie, but the
message is a bit lacking.
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